Should computer generated forces (CGF) systems include automated learning capabilities? The CGF research literature contains many statements by CGF experts that the ability to learn will be generally valuable, even necessary, in future CGF systems. A variety of significant benefits for CGF systems and military simulation in general are claimed to follow from automated learning. However, upon closer examination, it seems to be not so obvious that learning by CGF systems would necessarily be beneficial for many uses of CGF systems. This paper takes a respectfully skeptical position regarding CGF learning and provides arguments that CGF learning could compromise and confound the utility of CGF systems for the most common CGF applications. This paper begins by defining CGF systems and grouping CGF simulation applications into three broad types. Calls in the CGF research literature for automated learning by CGF systems are surveyed. Categories of learning-modified behavior for CGF systems are defined based on what behaviors have been learned. Arguments are given, organized by application and behavior category, explaining how learning could increase and/or reduce the utility of the CGF system for the application. Real and notional examples are provided. Finally, specific applications where learning by CGF systems might be useful are identified.
Introduction
Should computer generated forces (CGF) systems include automated learning capabilities? The CGF research literature contains many statements by CGF experts that the ability to learn will be generally valuable, even necessary, in future CGF systems. A variety of significant benefits for CGF systems and military simulation in general are claimed to follow from automated learning. However, upon closer examination, it seems to be not so obvious that learning by CGF systems would necessarily be beneficial for many uses of CGF systems. This paper takes a respectfully skeptical position regarding CGF learning and provides arguments that CGF learning could compromise and confound the utility of CGF systems for the most common CGF applications. This paper begins by defining CGF systems and grouping CGF simulation applications into three broad types. Calls in the CGF research literature for automated learning by CGF systems are surveyed. Categories of learning-modified behavior for CGF systems are defined based on what behaviors have been learned. Arguments are given, organized by application and behavior category, explaining how learning could increase and/or reduce the utility of the CGF system for the application. Real and notional examples are provided. Finally, specific applications where learning by CGF systems might be useful are identified.
Background
This section provides background information on CGF systems, types of CGF applications, and automated learning for CGF systems.
Computer Generated Forces
Computer generated forces 1 are automated or semi-automated entities (such as tanks, aircraft, infantry) in a battlefield simulation that are generated and controlled by a computer system (i.e., a CGF system), perhaps assisted by a human operator. 2, 3 CGF systems are often used in training simulations to provide both opposing forces and supplemental friendly forces for human trainees. CGF systems are also used to generate many or all of the entities in battlefield simulations being used for nontraining purposes, such as analysis or experimentation. CGF systems model both physical phenomena, such as terrain and combat, and behavior, such as tactical maneuvers; the latter is of primary concern here. It is intended that the behavior of the simulation entities generated by a CGF system be both doctrinally accurate, so as to provide a reliable basis for training or analysis, and plausibly human, so as to be realistic and engaging.
One example CGF system is ModSAF, which generates and controls individual battlefield entities, such as tanks or helicopters, in real-time simulation systems. It has been widely distributed and used extensively for training, analysis, and experimentation. 4 (However, in the U. S. ModSAF is being superseded by successor systems.) ModSAF includes user interface, network interface, physical modeling, low (entity) level behavior generation, and high (military unit) level behavior generation capabilities. Each ModSAF system, running on a personal computer or workstation, can generate approximately a battalion-sized force. Behavior generation in ModSAF is based on a library of doctrinal tactical behaviors that can be assigned by an operator to individual entities or groups of entities that compose military units, such as platoons or companies and executed automatically. 5 Once assigned, ModSAF automatically executes the behaviors, controlling the actions of the individual entities.
CGF Applications
For the purposes of this paper, the applications of CGF systems in simulation will be grouped into three classes: training, analysis, and experimentation.
Training. Training simulations, in general, are intended to induce learning in human trainees. The trainees interact with or participate in the simulation, which provides an instructive experience. Flight simulators and command staff exercise drivers are wellknown examples of training simulation; the former teaches psychomotor skills via an immersive experience, while the latter teaches cognitive and decision-making skills by providing a realistic battlefield context. CGF systems are often used in training simulations to provide both opposing forces and supplemental friendly forces for human participants in a simulation.
Analysis. CGF systems are also used to generate entities in battlefield simulations being used for non-training purposes, such as analysis and experimentation. Analysis is the use of simulation to answer questions about some aspect of the system or scenario being simulated. Military analysis simulations are often used to assess the effectiveness of new weapons systems, force structures, or doctrine. In analysis applications simulation is used in a carefully controlled way with run-to-run initialization differences restricted to the factors under question (e.g., different weapons performance levels). Desirable aspects of analysis simulations and CGF systems used for analysis are repeatability, determinism, and the capability to isolate the cause of any particular observed effect. As an example of the analysis application, CGF systems were used in the experimental trials testing the design of a new naval surface combatant. 6 Computer generated forces are an important part of that project, providing "…friend and foe entities that make up the simulated battlespace" in which the design concepts were evaluated.
Experimentation. The experimentation application is similar to analysis, in that the simulation and CGF system is being used to answer questions, but in experimentation the questions are more open-ended and exploratory. Strict control of run-to-run differences is less important in experimentation than exploring in simulation a space of possibilities (e.g., a set of different notional weapons systems). The objective of such experimentation is "not to evaluate system effectiveness, but rather, to provide an environment and tools that will allow operators and analysts to discover new insights." 7 CGF systems have been used in large experiments conducted by U. S.
military commands.
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Automated Learning
Learning, in general, is the acquisition of new knowledge and behaviors, usually as the result of instruction or experience. When the learner is an algorithm running on a computer system, rather than a human, the learning is referred to as machine learning or automated learning. A variety of methods and data structures have been devised for automated learning, with varying degrees of success in different applications. 9 The concern here is with the consequences of learning in CGF systems, not its implementation, so implementation details will not be addressed.
As a side note, it is worth remembering that CGF systems often include human operators. When the operator is considered as part of a CGF system, it is clear that the CGF system can (and often does) learn as the human operator becomes more skilled over time. However, it is assumed here that references in the CGF research literature to learning by CGF systems mean automated learning, i.e., learning by the non-human algorithmic portion of the CGF system.
Calls for Learning in CGF Systems
Calls for learning capabilities in CGF systems appear regularly in the CGF research literature. Some of those calls are surveyed here.
Though it does not mention CGF systems specifically in this context, a frequently cited study of human behavior modeling asserts that "learning within and by the simulations themselves" is "of potential importance" and that "Learning is an essential ability of intelligent systems." 10 Many CGF systems are placed in the "intelligent systems" category by their developers and the theme of learning as a necessary requirement for intelligent systems appears frequently. In an investigation of the application of neuro-fuzzy systems to CGF behavior representation, it is asserted that "Intelligent systems such as CGF must possess humanlike expertise in the military domain. Like a human or group of humans in a military organization they must be able to adapt and learn." 11 In a comparison of adjustable rulesets and neural nets for CGF systems, it is stated that "Intelligent systems must -among other criteria -be able to learn." 12 A list of desired capabilities for military intelligent agent architecture includes the assertion that "learning is clearly a desirable capability for a military [intelligent agent]." 13 An argument for the applicability of the recognitionprimed decision-making model of human decision-making posits that "In order to realize the full benefit of a human behavioral model within an intelligent simulator, … the behavior model should incorporate learning." 14 The perceived need for learning motivates a portion of CGF research. A report of interesting research into implementing learning within stochastic finite-state machines is introduced by statements that "learning and adaptation will become a key issue in future generation [CGF] systems" and that CGF systems lack "needed realism that relates to learning." 15 An outline of a research initiative into behavioral modeling techniques for CGF systems also sees learning as providing a "realism enhancement potential." 16 Another review of CGF research areas concurs: "Successful employment of human behavior models with the [modeling and simulation] synthetic environment requires that the models … possess the ability to integrate learning." 17 A variety of beneficial effects are attributed to CGF learning, including cost reductions; "To enable rapid and affordable response to operational training requirements, [CGF entities] require a number of capabilities such as learning" and "By developing and inserting a learning capability into [CGF entities], the knowledge base construction expense may be reduced." 18 An examination of domain-and simulation-independent architectures for behavior generation suggests that "the ability to learn … would add to the power of the reasoning capability." 19 Learning is also expected to "… help simulations represent [CGF entities] in a more realistic manner …" 20 Finally, learning is generally seen as a capability that future CGF systems will require. It has been observed that future CGF systems must be able to "… modify strategies based on observed successes and failures" 21 and must have "new behavior techniques to better support planning, automation, and learning." represented by the CGF system. 26 Within the doctrinal behavior set there is the subset of behaviors that were initially programmed into some learning CGF system of interest.
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Suppose a CGF system with learning capabilities is run so that learning may occur. Its post-learning behavior can not be determined in detail without more information, but at an abstract level it can be classified into one of four CGF behavior categories based on what behaviors it has learned. If the learning CGF system has learned no new behaviors at all, its post-learning behavior is Unchanged. If it has learned any new behaviors from the Doctrinal set that are not in the Initial set, but no new behaviors outside the Doctrinal set, its behavior is Improved. If it has learned any new behaviors from the Human subset that are not in the Doctrinal set, but no new behaviors from the Non-human subset, its behavior is Altered. Altered CGF behavior includes behaviors not within the doctrine of the represented force. This possibility was recognized as the result of an experimental study in implementing learning for automated individual combatants, where it was observed that circumstances in the learning environment "… can cause the [individual combatant] to learn nondoctrinally correct behavior."
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If it has learned any new behaviors from the Non-human subset, its behavior is Martian. 29 Martian CGF behavior includes behaviors that are not plausibly human.
Real examples of arguably Martian behavior exist. One learning algorithm presented with the task of designing a space battle fleet for a game tournament produced designs that were quite unlike any of the human-produced designs; it won the tournament.
30 Table 1 summarizes these CGF behavior categories.
Effects of CGF Learning by Application
The effects of CGF learning can now be analyzed by considering how behavior from each of the four CGF behavior categories would affect each of the three CGF applications. Table 2 summarizes that analysis. 31 The entries in the table are coded with a "+" or a "-" to indicate an effect of learning that appears to be beneficial or detrimental, respectively, for the application. Note that in several cases there are both beneficial and detrimental effects.
Training. Learning that produces Improved CGF behavior can result in simulated entities that use better, but still doctrinal tactics, making them superior as training opponents or supplemental friendly forces to entities with Unchanged behavior. However, even in the Improved category, there are potentially detrimental consequences. As learning occurs during a sequence of training runs the CGF behaviors become unpredictable to the extent that learning changes them. This means that the person who has organized the training loses control of the experiences the trainees will have and cannot guarantee that his/her training objectives will be met. It could happen, for example, that the trainer wants the trainees to learn to defend against a hasty attack, but the CGF system learns that hasty attacks are ineffective and dangerous and uses some other tactic. It is also possible that trainees could face CGF opponents that become so proficient due to learning that the trainees are overmatched and become discouraged. Automated learning algorithms generally require numerous trials or executions to present the algorithm with cases from which to learn (e.g., the training sets of neural nets). Those trials can be costly to set up and execute. For example, in some CGF applications Soar's capability for learning "has not been employed because these [computer generated] forces have been expected to perform at an expert level without undergoing a potentially costly training phase." 32 If the CGF system has learned Altered behavior, the trainees could face behavior that is not within the doctrine of the represented force; such non-doctrinal behavior may provide no training, or even negative training. If Martian behavior has been learned, the trainees could face non-human behavior, with even less expected training value. Analysis. The consequences of learning for analysis applications seem to be generally more negative than for training. It is true that Improved CGF behavior can make the CGF entities' actions doctrinally better, providing better analytic subjects. But the run-to-run behavior changes due to learning have two significant detrimental effects on analysis. First, repeatability is potentially lost if the CGF system is learning so that its behavior changes between runs. Second, it could be difficult to determine if the run-to-run outcome differences are due to the subject of the analysis (e.g., the performance of a new weapons system) or to new behaviors introduced by the learning algorithm, thereby confounding the results. The cost of the learning phase applies to analysis as well.
The possible problems of loss of repeatability and confounded results apply to Altered and Martian CGF behavior as well. At the Altered level the analysis runs can include non-doctrinal behavior, possibly reducing its value, and at the Martian level they may be against non-human behavior, possibly reducing its value further.
Experimentation. For experimentation, learning has both potential benefits and detriments. The benefits of Improved CGF behavior apply to experimentation. Moreover, learning at any level could support richer experiments that explore a larger solution space, perhaps without requiring human intervention. A report on the use of the JSAF (Joint Semi-Automated Forces) system notes this: "The successful incorporation of learning into the JSAF entities would be a major step forward for experimentation. If the automated entities could adapt to new weapons systems, organizations, and tactics then the entire experimentation process could be performed in closed loop simulations." 33 Learning in a CGF system could be useful in "… the development of new tactics based on changing enemy weapons systems and capabilities." 34 On the other hand, the risks of confounded results and a costly learning phase apply to experimentation as well. There is the possibility of reducing the value of experiments that include non-doctrinal or non-human behavior. The just-cited JSAF report warned that automated CGF learning could confound the experimentation results with learning that does not correspond to any possible reality, typical of behavior in the Martian category: "there is a danger that automated learning systems will optimize based on simulation anomalies rather than actual real world phenomena." 35 This is not merely a hypothetical possibility; an example of just such an artificial optimization was observed in the author's own early work on automated learning. In an experiment with a simulated robot exploring a hostile terrain, the robot control algorithm learned to avoid damage by remaining motionless as much as allowed by the rules of the simulation, which optimized the robot's survival time but was contrary to the exploratory mission of the robot.
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Some Valid Applications of CGF Learning
There are some applications of CGF learning that appear valid. Several of those are noted in Table 2 . An application of CGF learning that seems particularly apt is the automated acquisition of knowledge as part of knowledge engineering for CGF behavior.
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Conclusions
Many redoubtable experts in CGF have stated their case for the needs of and benefits of CGF learning. These counter-arguments are offered with sincere respect. Nevertheless, there appear to be situations in each of the CGF application classes where CGF learning is detrimental. What can be concluded from this? First, CGF learning is potentially a valuable tool, but like most tools, it must be employed with skill and in the right circumstances to be useful. Second, additional research is needed, not only to develop and improve CGF learning methods, but also to find the applications where learning is truly useful.
Here it is assumed that CGF behaviors can be grouped into sets and that individual behaviors can be treated as elements of sets. This assumption seems justifiable only if CGF behaviors that are generated by algorithms are considered, which can be represented unambiguously in forms like computer programs, which certainly can be elements of sets.
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Again, if only CGF behaviors that are generated by algorithms are considered, this set is infinite but countable so. Each behavior can be mapped to the integer that is equivalent to the binary representation of the shortest computer program that generates it.
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Is there any behavior that is not plausibly human? Even human behavior motivators as basic as self-preservation can be overridden by humans in combat situations. Perhaps behaviors that require cognitive computation beyond the capabilities of humans could exist; they would fall into this subset.
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A singular force will be assumed hereinafter to simplify the exposition. The arguments are not materially affected.
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Note the assumption that the CGF system was implemented correctly, i.e., that all its initial behaviors are within the Doctrinal set. 28 Gugel, Pratt, and Smith, "Using Q-Learning to Control Individual Combatants."
